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In conquering the octagon, the man you know as The Natural has been described as fierce, focused, and a 
force to be reckoned with. Now those same terms identify the competitor who is equally as successful in 
the business world.
The face of mixed martial arts (MMA) and five-time Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC) world 

champion, Randy Couture has become a presence in Las Vegas not only for his athletic prowess, but also for 
his ability to translate years of discipline and problem-solving in sports to the boardroom.

After laying a foundation creating MMA-specific training facilities, Couture has expanded his investment 
in the industry to include supplements, a clothing line, and a men’s fragrance as well as a management 
company. In addition, he has broadened his personal portfolio as an author, an actor, a reality show host, 
and a beauty pageant judge. The boy who began on the mats as a Greco-Roman wrestler has matured into a 
Renaissance man of many talents. 

OCTAGON

RANDY COUTURE BOBS AND WEAVES HIS WAY
TO ENTREPRENEURSHIP

T O

F R O M  T H E
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Couture’s first foray into the business 
world began in Portland, Oregon when he had 
the vision to create a single environment that 
supported all of the training needs of he and his 
fellow MMA fighters.

“I became an entrepreneur kind of as 
a necessity,” said Couture. “I’d see a niche, 
something that was needed in the market, 
and I tried to fill it. That’s how our first MMA 
gym got started in Oregon. There was a group 
of us running all over the region going to an 
amalgamation of different gyms for the training 
we needed to prepare for a fight. I saw the need 
to simplify things by creating a facility where 
everything was in one space. 

“A buddy and I started training sessions in 
a Quonset hut that was an old car dealership. 
We hauled in some wrestling mats and started 
training about 40 guys. We had all the different 
MMA aspects: boxing, wrestling, Jiu-Jitsu, 
strength and cardio. We had to bring in heaters 
and insulation to make the building useful. 
It turned out to be a great facility. We were 
changing the perception of MMA like Arnold 
Schwarzenegger did for bodybuilding. 

“About 10 years ago I was going through a 
divorce. I decided I needed a change of scenery 
and moved to Vegas, which is the epicenter for 
the MMA sport. The same thing was going on 
here. There were a ton of fighters but no real 
facility. I started a gym once and knew the 
pitfalls. I launched Xtreme Couture and it was 
successful right from the beginning. There’s a 
synergy here that we didn’t have in Portland. 

“We built relationships with mat companies, 
cage companies -- niche businesses that are 
looking for endorsement deals to be the face of 
MMA. Everyone sees the special place we have 
here and wants to duplicate it in their town but 
it’s never as easy as you think it’s going to be.”

At one point, Xtreme Couture had seven 
fully-licensed or affiliate gyms across the country 
and in Canada, but the company currently 
operates only the Las Vegas location, with a new 
licensed gym coming on board soon in Boston.  

“The economy kicked the crap out of the 
other gyms and we all learned a lot of hard 
lessons,” said Couture.

He’s not only a quick learner but an observant 
athlete in the ring, attuned to his immediate 
surroundings at all times. And so sometimes it’s 
the little things that catch Couture’s eye. For 
instance, a simple walk through a local casino led 
him to launch another business.

“The clothing line came about in an 
interesting way. For my very first fight in Las 
Vegas, I was walking down the studio walk at 
MGM Grand. I saw a Juicy Couture store and 
thought, ‘That’s my last name. I could do that, 
make clothes.’ There were no strong clothing 
companies in MMA, but things happen in their 
own time and space. 

“Two years later, I met executives from 
Affliction who were passing out t-shirts from the 
back of a car in Sacramento. They were interested 
in using athletes to market their brand. I was 
coming out of retirement and wanted to do a 
signature shirt for the occasion. I worked on it 

with Affliction and it sold like hotcakes. 
“By the time I next saw them I had already 

opened the Xtreme Couture MMA gym. They 
loved the name and suggested we do an apparel 
line which became Xtreme Couture MMA 
Clothing. I had secured a number of trademarks 
and they had the manufacturing and distribution 
to build the brand.”

Xtreme Couture MMA Clothing now 
offers a variety of t-shirts, hoodies, board shorts 
and trucker, beanie and military caps for men, 
women and children.

While the clothing line took care of the 
outside, Couture looked to enhance athletes 
on the inside. Good nutrition and supplements 
are a requirement for a power athlete, and a 
natural business fit for the savvy entrepreneur. 
The Xtreme Couture Pharmaceuticals (XCAP) 
sports nutrition line offers solutions for 
everything from energy and endurance boosters 
to anti-aging and muscle recovery. 

“I was interested in creating a supplement 
line because I didn’t see any products on the 
market that did a good job of helping me as 
an athlete get the most out of my body as well 
as help it to recover. If your body gets out of 
balance, it won’t work well. 

“I launched the product line the first time 
but the business relationship didn’t work out so 
we parted ways. About a year later we released 
XCAP with a new business relationship that’s 
also a better product and has a better knowledge 
base. That experience taught me some valuable 
lessons, such as to keep a controlling interest in 
your business.”

Not content with his gym, clothing and 
supplement line, Couture expanded his brand, 
making a foray in to men’s fragrances with the 
recent introduction of Xtreme Couture. From 
a starting field of 30 choices, the scent selection 
was narrowed down to 10 then finally to the 
winner. It’s sold online as well as at the Xtreme 
Couture MMA gym and Army and Navy 
exchanges.

“The cologne took a year to develop and I’m 
still searching for the right relationship for it to 
reach its potential. The idea is to develop a whole 
line of men’s products including shaving lotions. 
The same guy who did the tattoo on my arm 
designed the bottle.

“I’ve done a fair job of capitalizing on 
opportunities,” said Couture. “I can’t half-ass 
anything. I jump in with both feet and do it all the 
way. You work hard and do the best that you can 
and make the best decisions you can at the time.” 

from the octagon to entrepreneur ::

Couture does caution that there are certain 
guiding principles to consider while on the road 
to success. “It’s so important to find the right 
business partner. Go with your gut but do your 
due diligence,” Couture explained. “So much 
of business is built upon strong relationships. 
That’s more important than anything else. I have 
met some people who had ulterior motives or 
couldn’t do what they said they could. It takes 
time to break down walls and figure out the 
integrity of the person you’re dealing with.

“Someone is probably already successful 
doing something similar to your idea so don’t 
be afraid to ask questions. Put yourself out there 
and find out what the best people are doing and 
do that. Sometimes egos get in the way and 
prevent people from finding the right way to 
build a business.

“Unfortunately, the success of some of 
these businesses is contingent on me making 
personal appearances, but there’s only one of 
me and there’s not enough time in the month. 
I can get spread too thin. It’s a real challenge,” 
the fighter revealed. 

In his spare time when he is not making 
personal appearances, Couture runs a 
management company with manager and 
business partner, Sam Spira, who has firsthand 
knowledge of the real Randy Couture.

“I met Randy back in 2006 in the context 
of representing him as a lawyer, and our 
relationship gelled quickly,” said Spira. “From the 
moment I started working with him, I felt it was 
destined that we were going to work together. I 
found Randy to be such a smart, effective, hard-

working bundle of positive energy. At times it’s 
hard to believe he’s one of the fiercest fighters on 
the planet given his demeanor. 

“When Randy wanted to start a management 
company I didn’t understand why. Now I do. He 
wants to keep his fingers in the future of what 
fighting is going to be. We represent both MMA 
fighters and boxers, including Victor Ortiz. 

“Randy has a habit of cutting to the core 
issues and simplifying things no matter how 
complicated they may seem. He has a no-
nonsense approach to things and his ability to not 
be distracted by complicated issues makes him a 
great entrepreneur.

“My favorite part about working with 
Randy is his loyalty, his consistency and his 
word. You could make a deal with him or have 
a discussion and regroup in a couple of weeks 
and he hasn’t budged one inch from what he 
said before. He stays on point. 

“Randy also wants to tackle issues that are 
near and dear to his heart including obesity, 
fighting for the other fighters who don’t make 
a lot of money, and helping out vets returning 
from war. He even started a non-profit G.I. 
Foundation to give back to those for the sacrifices 
they make putting it on the line for our country. 
He gives out checks multiple times a year.”

Being a worldwide legend has its privileges, 
of course, as evidenced by Couture’s recent stint 
on the judging panel for the Miss USA pageant 
where coincidentally, Miss Nevada Nia Sanchez 
won the national crown.

“It was the first time I ever did that and it 
was a neat experience,” Couture said. “It’s a 

tough job deciphering all the details necessary 
in such a small window of time. You want to 
do everyone justice as all the contestants are 
pretty wonderful.”

Fresh off his pageant gig, August will be an 
exciting and busy month for Couture as two 
new projects launch, showing different sides 
of The Natural. Opening day for “Expendables 
3” is August 15 where Couture reprises his role 
of Toll Road, a character that was specifically 
written for him by Sylvester Stallone for the 
film franchise.

“I had met Sly through the MMA as he’s 
a big fight fan,” said Couture. “After I did a 
promo for his wife’s fitness book, my agent 
called and said Sly wanted to meet with me 
to discuss a movie he was putting together. 
He originally brought me in to read for Hale 
Caesar. We had a fun and interesting discussion 
about the character but eventually Terry Crews 
played that role and Sly wrote Toll Road for 
me, incorporating a number of character 
adjustments we had discussed about Hale 
Caesar. Everything just gelled. 

“Toll Road is imperfect as we all are in the 
cast but I like to think of him as the glue that 
holds that family together. I play a college 
educated demolitions expert who is flawed and 
quirky. Poking fun at me and my cauliflower ear 
has carried through all three movies.

“The best part is I get to dress up in a military 
uniform and shoot guns, something I used to 
pretend to do as a kid with sticks. All the stunts 
and the simulated combat for these amazing 
action scenes is a blast!”

Pictured from left to right are Dolph Lundgren, Terry Crews, Sylvester Stallone, 
Patrick Hughes, Wesley Snipes, Randy Couture, and Jason Statham
on the set of “The Expendables 3.” 
Photo by Phil Bray
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from the octagon to entrepreneur ::

The movie was shot in Bulgaria, a place 
that Couture had previously visited as a fighter. 
“Bulgaria is such an interesting place with a lot 
of history from the Romans to the Russians, 
a crossroads from east to west,” said Couture. 
“I’ve now spent 19 weeks of my life there 
filming the last two movies and thoroughly 
enjoyed it. The people are very friendly. I even 
hiked in an old mountain village so I got to see 
the country from a different perspective. Sofia 
(capital of Bulgaria) is not high on most people’s 
travel list but I would highly recommend it.”

With all the action heroes and marquee 
names involved in the movie, certainly Couture 
had some good stories to share, n’est-ce pas?

“Behind the scenes, the camaraderie reminds 
me of being on a wrestling team. We all have fun 
together and we’re excited to be part of the cast. 
Unfortunately, there’s not a lot of downtime. 
We’re more likely to see each other at the hotel 
gym than hanging out at a bar.”

For the Cannes premier in May, the 
“Expendables 3” cast arrived in style, shutting 
down La Croisette so they could roll up to their 
press conference at the Carlton Hotel in what 
else -- armed personnel carriers.  

“There were hordes of people and I was 
worried someone would get crushed,” said 
Couture. “Luckily, the police had it all under 
control. The feedback we got was that we 
brought the fun back to Cannes. No one has 
done something that outrageous in a long time.”

Also in August, Spike TV launches “Gym 
Rescue,” a reality show based on the popular 
“Bar Rescue” format. With his background in 
fitness, business and experience running training 
facilities, Couture is a natural fit as co-host.

“Spike TV has had a lot of success with “Bar 
Rescue”,” said Jeff Saviano, “Gym Rescue” co-
producer for Spike TV. “Viewers like this type 
of programming where an expert can speak 
to the field, make improvements and offer 
valuable information. 

“The show has broad appeal that spans both 
genders. Everyone is more health conscious and 
in the gym nowadays and as our network moves 
toward a co-viewing concept, we feel it will 
really resonate with the audience. It’s not just for 
MMA fans or just for guys. We’ll be rescuing all 
kinds of gyms including a regular type of gym, a 
boot camp gym and a female-only gym. 

“My favorite part of the show is that Randy 

is so caring,” relayed Saviano of Couture’s 
appearances on “Gym Rescue.” “He’s super 
nice, warm and knowledgeable. He cares 
about the world of fitness and he cares about 
the people he’s helping. He’s really invested 
himself in the process of saving these gyms. 
Some of these people have bad old habits that 
need to be broken and it requires a certain 
type of tough love to make changes. He was 
great at that.”

While Couture’s attributes of being caring, 
knowledgeable and helpful shine through 
on “Gym Rescue,” it is Couture’s ability to 
capitalize on his talents and stamina that has led 
to his success in and out of the ring.  

“Everyone is talented at some level,” 
said Couture. “It’s important to distinguish 
yourself from others. As a wrestler, I learned 
to solve problems a particular way, then 
compete and execute. My work ethic has 
permeated through everything I’ve done, 
from wrestling to the Army to the Olympics 
to MMA and now business. I’ve learned 
lessons the hard way. It sucks to lose a fight 
but I became a better person because of those 
challenges.” q
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